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1. Curious about science?

4. Transdisciplinarity

6. Skills

Getting young people (potential future students) interested in
science is challenging, especially because science in school is

What do polar bears have to do with physics or fruits with solar
cells? And what is biodiversity? Can computers predict our

One of the main challenges of schools and universities today is
how to prepare young people for the future and their careers.

often taught with very little connection to our everyday lives.
Moreover, scientific research for them is something strange

future?

Thus, in the Science Lab UZH workshops, we encourage the
development of skills such as problem-solving, independence,

and foreign – something only people like Marie Currie or Albert
Einstein do. So how do we change the perception of science in
young people and awake their curiously?

2. Science Lab UZH
Science Lab UZH is an initiative of the Faculty of Science at
the University of Zürich with the aim of fostering the interest of

No single discipline can find answers to these questions nor
can it find solutions to the SDGs. The world around us is
complex and we need our collective knowledge to understand
it – gaining knowledge is teamwork. Though a variety of
activities such as debates, group projects and experiments, we
help young people in the Science Lab UZH workshops to
unpack and connect the knowledge (from different disciplines)
that they already posses. This empowers them and allows

and information use as these will be essential for life in a fastchanging and complex world.

them to explore and develop creative solutions to complex
challenges.

young people in the natural sciences. With its concept “Science
and Suitability”, Science Lab UZH provides a modern and
future oriented impression of natural sciences and promotes
interdisciplinary skills through interactive and transdisciplinary
workshops.
Key skills identified in the Swiss School Curriculum (Lehrplan 21)

7. Digital Transformation
Digital technology is rapidly transforming our lives. It not only
challenges us to develop new skills but also impacts the way
we perceive the world. Thus, it is hard to imagine a sustainable
future without a digital transformation.
In Science Lab UZH workshops we facilitate the development
of digital skills though discussions not only of technological but
also ethical aspects of our ever more digital society.
Development of digital skills is essential for young people,
regardless of which profession they will choose.

3. Sustainability

8. Sustainable Universities

If you ask young people what they wish for in their future, they
inevitably name a few of the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). The SDGs are understandable to everyone, and
provide a link between complex global challenges and
everyday situations. Thus, Science Lab UZH has framed its
workshops for schools around sustainability and the SDGs.

5. UZH Research

Rather than organising workshops in traditional subjects (e.g.
Biology, Chemistry, Physics…), the topics of Science Lab UZH

The University of Zurich strongly supports transdisciplinary
research though its University Research Priority Programs

workshops correspond to the three pillars of sustainability Nature, Society and Economy (Energy). This allows us to
approach topics such as climate change, renewable energy
and artificial intelligence from many different angles.

(URPP) which are built on research expertise already present
at the university and focus on the advancement of knowledge
in areas of research that benefit society, e.g. Global Change
and Biodiversity, Solar Light to Chemical Energy Conversion,
and Translational Cancer Research.

Nature

In Science Lab UZH we not only highlight the transdisciplinary
research of URPPs but also focus on demonstrating aspects of
transdisciplinarity in all research conducted at the Faculty of
Science.

Energy

All our 27 workshops make links between current research at
the Faculty of Science, our everyday lives, and the sustainable
development goals (SDGs). For example, we challenge young
people to find links between particle physic and SDG #16

Society

Peace, justice and strong institutions; big data and SDG #8
Decent work and economic growth, or biodiversity and SDG #5
Gender equity.
The Science Lab UZH team consists of researchers with
experience in teaching and outreach, thus not only allowing
the young people to learn about current research but also to
meet a genuine scientist.

In its workshops, Science Lab UZH empowers young people by
improving their understanding of our complex world, by
contributing to the development of their skills and by daring
them to be curious about science and the world around us.
Thus, we are contributing to the upbringing of a new generation
of responsible university students and citizens.
Universities are as sustainable as the choices made by their
staff and students. By recruiting curious and responsible
students and staff, the universities contribute to their own
sustainability as they will urge the universities to continue to
improve.
Science Lab UZH and all universities in general do not only
address SDG #4 Quality education, but much more, as they
contribute to expand young people’s minds to the possibilities
of a sustainable future.
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